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STAGE TECHNOLOGY

A welcome 
change

I 
n the latter part of the 20th century, 
a major shift saw theater buildings 
progressively move from being bastions 
of culture to urban connective centers, 
drawing more attendees on a daily 

basis. These more sophisticated performing art 
centers (PAC) are no longer expected to offer 
just live performances, but to play a far greater 
economic, social and educational role – the 
performance environment had to be reimagined 
with more versatility.

Flexible halls are nothing new – records from 
the 19th century show theaters with removable 
flooring, in which a temporary floor would 
be manually mounted on top of fixed wooden 
seating backrests to create a flat floor space at 

The evolution of flexible space in theater buildings  
has called for breakthroughs in stage technology 
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stage height. Today, however, audiences are 
looking for spaces that are specifically suited  
for the type of event being presented, and which  
will satisfy their expectations of comfort, acoustics, 
sightlines and overall surroundings.

Traditional conversion
There are many ways in which specialized 
equipment has been used to offer versatility.  
For decades, two prevailing methods have  
been employed to afford spectators at least  
basic comfort, and organizers a minimum of 
effort – telescope and chair wagon. The former – 
consisting of drawer-like units in the back of the 
room, which can be telescoped forward to create 
a stepped raked surface – is the least expensive 

 

Top left and right: The 
multipurpose Swisstech 
Convention Center, located in 
Lausanne, Switzerland, relies 
on innovative technology 
provided by Gala Systems 

Above: Chair wagon systems 
are well suited for theater 
venues with a high-quality 
appearance and experience, 
but storage requirements 
involve additional costs and 
the transformation process  
is typically cumbersome  
and time-consuming
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and most common. But even when built very 
carefully, telescope systems still have well known 
major inconveniences, especially for premium 
PACs. The tiers must be stored either in the back 
of the hall or transported along an appropriate 
route to a separate storage area when they are  
not being used. More importantly, once 
deployed, with riser heights between rows 
ranging from 300-400mm (11.8-15.7in) they 
create a very steep rake unsuitable for most 
PACs. The system’s light structure also creates an 
atmosphere reminiscent of gymnasium bleachers 
and imposes serious constraints on acoustics. 
The acoustical qualities of telescopic auditoria  
are not suitable for concerts and symphonies. 
Finally, the relatively small recess for chairs 
severely restricts the choice of seat and often 
prevents the installation of theater-style chairs.

In contrast, the chair wagon system was 
developed to be compatible with venues offering 
a high-quality feel and appearance. Here, the 
tiers consist of rostrums set up on movable units, 
usually tailor-made for a specific architectural 
layout. As a result, and because wagons must 
include storage space expenditure, costs vary 
considerably but are generally higher than  
those for telescope seating.

The transformation process for these systems 
is often extremely cumbersome, labor-intensive 
and time-consuming. For example, in a 2006 
article for ArchNewsNow, expert acoustician  
Paul Scarbrough outlines how the use of wagons 
at the Nashville Schermerhorn Symphony Center 
enables the concert hall to be transformed from 

raked seating to a flat floor within approximately 
two hours with a crew of five people. This is not  
an optimal process if the goal is to achieve same- 
day successive uses of a hall with different layouts. 
In fact, some larger wagon systems require a full-
day conversion.

In most cases, the number of configurations 
made possible by a chair wagon system is limited 
to just two: flat floor and seated tiers. But the 
requirements imposed for ancillary space are 
significant – 130% of the square footage of the 
entire parterre area. Therefore, wagons often 
need to be stored on multiple levels using high 
travel lift systems.
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 Shaped by sound. 
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 Middle Eastern promise. 
 Dubai Opera House. 

 Scale drawings.  
 Copenhagen’s Royal Arena.

 Power to the people.  
 New venues and renovations. 

Art in Athens 

Stavros Niarchos Foundation Cultural Center

This page and opposite:  
The Gala Venue Seating 
technology makes it possible 
for venues to switch between 
multiple configurations  
in just minutes. Here you  
can see the same space in 
auditorium, rear auditorium, 
raised forestage, banquet  
and cabaret configurations
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A novel solution
In 2002, Gala Systems, a full-scale engineering 
and manufacturing company specialized in 
understage lifting equipment, first addressed 
these issues by introducing an independent  
row/lift system. This novel type of conversion 
method – in which theater-style chairs may be 
raised to variable heights or concealed underneath 
the floor structure – was an architectural 
breakthrough in auditorium design at the time. 
Since then, many architectural firms, consultants 
and performing arts clients have adopted this 
solution because of its numerous advantages. 

To begin with, such systems ensure quick 
and automatic hall transformation to any 
configuration – such as symphony, cabaret, rock 
concert, opera, dinner theater, conference and 
gala. Each of these looks and feels as seamless 
and robust as a permanent fixed venue because 
structural stability, high-quality seats, and floor 
finish are not jeopardized. In addition, row/lift 
systems suit all audience types and sizes, while 
always offering optimal sightlines and acoustics. 
Their unique features also keep a hall’s back and 
sidewall clear since seating elements require no 
above-floor storage. 

Although more costly than telescopic or 
chair wagon options – approximately 5-10% of 
the total building costs – these row/lift systems 
ensure a much higher level of programmatic and 
operational flexibility. Making space flat, tiered or 
anything in between within minutes, they allow 
PACs to achieve higher occupancy rates, generate 
more income and better fulfill their mission.

These systems do involve more understage 
mechanical equipment than traditional options, 
which has been a legitimate source of concern 
for managers. In the Gala Venue Seating System’s 
case, mechanical reliability has been well proven. 
Key to motion is the factory tested Spiralift – a 

compact and powerful lifting actuator designed 
to ensure continuous performance in stringent 
applications, such as the automotive industry. 
But the Spiralift units integrated in multipurpose 
venues, even when kept extremely active 
with daily changeovers, do not come close to 
experiencing the level of use they are designed 
to endure. Suffice it to say, they will last longer 
than the life of the venue – it’s no wonder that 
no Spiralift unit has ever been replaced in any 
multipurpose hall to date and no event has  
ever been canceled due to technical problems!

At the Tobin Center for the Performing Arts 
in San Antonio, Texas, a Gala Venue Seating 
System was chosen over a chair wagon option. 
Early in the design process, it became evident 
that only an independent row/lift system could: 
ensure the flexibility needed to suit various 
event types, including symphony, cabaret, rock 
concert, opera, dinner theater, conference and 
gala; offer fully automated, quick and simple 
changeovers within 10-20 minutes at the push 
of a button; minimize the pit’s depth below the 
floor, a necessity due to the high water table and 
the location of the center next to a river walk 
canal; reduce the costs involved in building the 
storage spaces required if seats were mounted on 
wagons; and easily adapt seating capacity to the 
expected number of attendees.

When capacity exceeds demand, it has a 
negative effect on users, who may be deterred 
by a venue with too many empty seats. Many 
of today’s auditoria have seating capacities in 
excess of 2,000, a necessity to offset the costs 
of presenting touring shows or symphonies. 
Halls that are much larger than required for the 
audience present create a problem for managers. 
Independent row/lift systems can precisely match 
fluctuating audience sizes so that nearly every 
performance appears full. 
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Conversion methods capable of quick and 
simple reconfiguration, such as individual row/
lift systems, also offer new revenue opportunities. 
Halls fit for a variety of audiences and events, 
available for use many hours a day, and with 
quick turnaround times, can support the 
economic challenges of performing arts centers’ 
long-term sustainability. This flexibility prevents 
these venues from becoming outdated too quickly, 
ensuring that they remain relevant and valuable 
to their communities. Dating back hundreds  
of years, built-in flexibility is a trend that’s built 
to last. n

www.galasystems.com

Best of both worlds
Today, many performing art centers are multifaced 
enterprises, homes for traditional performing 
arts as well as gathering places for communities. 
Part of their success lies in aligned physical 
spaces capable of hosting various types of events, 
all with different space layouts. This is when 
conversion methods are so important. How full  
a hall appears to be and how closely it is tailored 
to each unique event may determine how festive, 
shared and compelling a live experience will be. 
Ultimately, built-in flexibility should not prevent 
a venue from serving its constituents as well as a 
fixed single-purpose venue in terms of acoustics, 
sightlines and comfort.
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Gala Systems has developed 
innovative, independent 
row/lift technology that can 
provide venues with essential 
flexibility by enabling quick 
and simple reconfiguration
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